
Final exam:

Emphasis:  everything after the study break in Feb.… 

Review carefully all slides after the FEB study break

including the APLIA assignments AND 2nd problem

solving assignment.. 



20 multiple choice questions..



A few things to think about:

Level of measurement is always relevant!! (nominal/ordinal/interval-ratio)
You should always be considering this, in answering questions.
-> level of measurement involved is relevant in deciding which statistics/formula to work with.. 

Association
Strength of the association?
If both or one variable is nominal -> cramer’s v, phi, lambda (and also Maximum difference method)

If both are ordinal -> gamma
If both are interval -> Pearson’s R

If both variables are “ordinal” or both are “interval ratio”, we can speak of the direction of a 
relationship (positive or negative).. 

The word “significance” is important, and it always involves some sort of formal test  (always, 5 steps)

Either:
-> association (cross tab)

If at least one variable is “nominal” -> X2 test of independence
If both are “ordinal” -> use the Gamma based test of significance.
If both varaibles are “interval/ratio” use the regression based test of significance

Also, don’t forget the stuff we covered prior to X2 test of independence (REVIEW Week 8 slides)
-> Tests of difference, 2 samples (means & proportions) NOTE: we won’t deal with 1 sample tests on the final.. 







We are working with two samples:

A sample of King’s students                                   A sample of Brock students

N=150 n= 125

12% smoke 20% smoke

Are King’s students significantly less likely to smoke than Brock students?  

LECTURE 8



The following table demonstrates the crosstabulation of marital status & where

people work.  Is there a significant association between the two variables?  If so, using

the appropriate measure of association, how strong is the relationship?  What can

you tell me about the pattern of the relationship??



Calculate an appropriate measure of association.  What does this tell us in 

terms of direction and strength of the association? 

Is the association significant?

Are the two variables significantly associated with each other?  

What’s the direction/pattern of the relationship?

Is there a strong association?

Low Medium High

1.Strongly Disagree 24 20 18

2. Disagree 22 22 33

3. Agree 21 22 18

4. Strongly Agree 20 7 22





Consider crime as dependent variable

What can you tell me about this relationship? Is it significant??

i.e. is the relationship significant?


